
‘In art, in painting, you have to do 
it properly to get a good result 

rather than rush everything. 
Similarly a design firm should go 

for quality, rather than volume. 
Every client is unique, and we 
want to serve each one well.’

– Eddy Lim, CEO of Chez Design

'Our engineers, architects and 
other professionals are driven by 

challenging projects. We are trained to 
look at issues and problems as a 
challenge, so we find that the 

more difficult jobs will attract 
more capable people to join us.’

– Surbana Jurong Group CEO 
Wong Heang Fine

‘By the year 2020, Hatten Group 
Hospitality and Lifestyle division is 
expected to own and manage over 
5,000 hotel rooms in Malaysia alone.’

– Hatten Group of Companies group chief 
executive officer Edwin Tan Ping Huang

‘We wish for 
Singapore to remain 

stable, prosperous and 
open to the best 

medical talent.’
– Prem Pillay, Neuro Spine 

and Pain Center Singapore 
medical director

‘Just being in Singapore is an 
advantage because Singapore is in 

the middle of the Asia-Pacific region, 
and this is the region that has got 

the highest growth rate in terms of 
energy and petrochemical demand.’

– ExxonMobil Asia-Pacific’s chairman and 
managing director Gan Seow Kee

‘We deliver the project 
completely, from installation to 
maintenance. Service excellence 
is important because we know 
that our products and prices 

can be easily duplicated. 
But a strong service culture 
can never be copied.’
– Minoru Hagiwara, Mitsubishi 
Electric Asia managing director

‘In the next five to 10 years, 
Huawei will continue to focus on our pipe 
strategy and to be a key player in the 
establishment of 5G technology. We hope 
to see 5G networks that will bring together 
100 billion connections and revolutionise 
the way we work, play and live.’
– Zhou Bin, chief executive officer 
of Huawei International

‘We are in the healthy lifestyle and 
well-being business. Everything we do 
is focused on enhancing our 
customers’ well-being, and we seek 
to promote a healthy lifestyle for all.’
– Ron Sim, founder, chairman, 
and CEO of OSIM International Ltd

‘Our transformation is an ongoing process 
that allows us to constantly adapt and 

excel in the dynamic business environment. 
With the ability to embrace change, 

Sembcorp Marine will continue to stay ahead 
of the curve and partner with our customers 

and vendors for long-term success.’
– Wong Weng Sun, 

president & CEO of Sembcorp Marine

‘Branding is very important. It’s about trust. AIBI sources a 
wide range of health, fitness and beauty products globally, 

and as a trusted brand, we need to make sure the 
products we import are safe, genuine and effective.’

– Pauline Kwek, AIBI’s marketing director

‘To governments who want to develop 
advanced ports and related logistics, 
we are happy to collaborate as joint 

developers and sometimes advisers. 
And to our customers and partners, our 

vision is one of growing alongside them 
in the locations that matter to them.’

– Tan Chong Meng, 
PSA group chief executive officer

‘Our business is to provide the solution to 
people’s real estate needs; be it selling, 

buying or renting. We are involved in 
all segments of the market; from 

public housing to private; from
mass market to high end.’

– Jack Chua, ERA’s chief executive officer

‘Our strength in freight forwarding and 
logistics is also in our international 
network. We work with 120 agents 
and connect our customers to over 
600 destinations worldwide.’
– Vibrant Group CEO Eric Khua

‘We are doing nation-building through 
health and productivity. So instead of 
getting sick often and attending to migraine 
problems, people can have fewer 
distractions and focus on their work.’

– Peter Lim, president and CEO of Nature’s Glory

‘We consciously said we will approach the way 
we serve our clients like advertising agencies. 
We serve their accounts, and provide long-term 
quality services, ensuring that whatever we do for 
them will last a long time and are well maintained.’

– Benedict Soh, executive chairman of Kingsmen Creatives

‘We integrate 
engineering expertise in 

our development focusing 
on four key elements, 

namely master-planning, 
hydrology, terrain 

and greenscapes.’

– Gamuda Land’s managing 
director Chow Chee Wah

‘The Asian values of prudence and 
hard work have been instrumental to 

establishing a network in South-east 
Asia that is unrivalled in respect 
of its reach and depth.’
– Wee Ee Cheong, deputy chairman 
and CEO of UOB Group 

‘In our line of business, 
service is very important, 
so we need to take good 

care of our staff first. Only 
with a good team can we 
service our clients better.’

– Poh Choon Ann, 
Poh Tiong Choon CEO

‘Ideas keep me going. 
When there’s revenue and profits, 

I’m motivated to do more, 
be it new concepts or outlets.’

– Jun Low, CEO of JC Global Concepts

‘Currently, JP Nelson is expanding its 
influence in the Asean region and 

moving towards Asia. Our vision is to 
be a globally trusted partner that 

provides customer assurance and 
partnership for business growth.’

– JP Nelson chairman Nelson Lim

‘We are always researching and innovating, 
improving upon our products. We also want 
to design products that are eco-friendly 
and help contribute to less wastage.’

– Chua Kee Tee, the founder of TOYOGO

‘By the year 2020, Hatten Group
Hospitality and Lifestyle division is
expected to own and manage over
5,000 hotel rooms in Malaysia alone.’

– Hatten Group of Companies group chief 
executive officer Edwin Tan Ping Huang

‘We are in the healthy lifestyle and
well-being business. Everything we do
is focused on enhancing our
customers’ well-being, and we seek 
to promote a healthy lifestyle for all.’
– Ron Sim, founder, chairman,
and CEO of OSIM International Ltd

‘Our transformation is an ongoing process
that allows us to constantly adapt and

excel in the dynamic business environment.
With the ability to embrace change,

Sembcorp Marine will continue to stay ahead
of the curve and partner with our customers

and vendors for long-term success.’
– Wong Weng Sun,

president & CEO of Sembcorp Marine

‘Our business is to provide the solution to
people’s real estate needs; be it selling,

buying or renting. We are involved in
all segments of the market; from

public housing to private; from
mass market to high end.’

– Jack Chua, ERA’s chief executive officer

‘Our strength in freight forwarding and
logistics is also in our international
network. We work with 120 agents
and connect our customers to over
600 destinations worldwide.’
– Vibrant Group CEO Eric Khua

‘We need to differentiate ourselves, 
such that the regional countries 

actually notice us . . . any corporation 
today must think beyond Singapore.’

– T32 Dental Centre founder and managing 
director Wong Keng Mun

‘We want a leadership team that 
reflects the employee base we’re trying 

to lead. It is also important for our 
employee base to reflect the customers 

that we serve. We need 
Singaporeans and some global 

talent at the table.’

– Michael Zink, Citi’s head of Asean 
and country officer, Singapore

The  economic  miracle

‘Over the past 70 years, the group has 
developed a deep understanding of 
both local and regional businesses 
which has enabled its companies to be 
leaders in their respective fields.’
– CDL group CEO Grant Kelley

‘These steadfast qualities of Singapore 
Inc are also well aligned with that of 
Smile Inc’s, and Smile Inc’s success 

today is a validation of the 
achievements of the former.’

– Smile Inc CEO and co-founder 
Grace Chong-Tan


